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The Biggest Morning Tea, Virtually

Leichhardt Family Day Care has been supporting
the Biggest Morning tea since 2014, welcoming
the local community to attend during a special
community play session. This year they had
planned to make it bigger and better, but with
the Covid-19 pandemic this would prove to be
challenging. After a brainstorming zoom meeting,
the team decided that the event would go ahead,
however the challenge would be how could they
continue to collaborate and include families,
community, children and educators all whilst being
isolated due to the restrictions of Covid-19.
The result was a very special event, aptly named
‘The Biggest Virtual Morning Tea’. The event was
a team effort with educators and children baking
treats, the families buying these for $1 and the
coordination unit hosting the live fundraiser during
the children’s afternoon tea. It was a success with
over $400 raised by Leichhardt and Marrickville
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Family Day Care.
Due to the positive interactions from the children,
the service staff have been inspired to host a
fortnightly 20 minute interaction zoom show
called FDC TV. They converted space in the office
and naming the project: Studio 2020. FDC TV
aims to support educators in NQS1 Educational
program and practice. The team will focus on
the children’s interests, current issues, cultural
celebrations, literacy and activities to share
amongst our services with the educators tuning in
from home.
“Covid-19 has brought its challenges but from
it, we have also gained positive outcomes.
Rethinking how to connect educators who may
not be able to physically attend play session,
sharing ideas and engaging with the children
has fostered a sense of community even whilst
isolating, bring some joy to 2020.”
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Regulations Info

Welcome to the winter edition of Connections

Guide to the Child Safe Standards

Anita Jovanovski, CEO

We’re already in the second half of 2020 and
who would have thought this year would turn
out the way it has?! The worldwide COVID-19
pandemic continues to have a severe impact on
the Australian early childhood education and
care sector. Both the pandemic itself and the
economic measures have made for challenging
times in the Family Day Care sector. I’m hoping
that with the transition back into CCS things will
calm down a little bit for our always fluctuating
sector. As always, I’m continuously advocating
for the membership with both state and
Australian government.
I assume that you have all seen the Family Day
Care promotional videos that we have made
available for our members. The Association
has run their own online campaign with these,
and we have reached almost 150,000 people!
We are now passing the promotional baton to
our member services to continue to promote
themselves in their local community. Several
‘How to’ resource sheets will be available in the
members section of our website soon.
We have started the development of the Family
Day Care Educator Diary for 2021. This is a
great resource for educators to assist with the
planning cycle in a clear and simple way. Online
print-on-demand orders should be available by
the end of September.
Our members-only project ‘From Working
Towards to Meeting’ is now available in the
members section of our website. This consists
of practice videos of real service providers and
a workbook with a variety of tasks to complete
will follow soon to assist services to meet the
National Quality Standard.
The Association is currently working together
with the Office of the Children’s Guardian
on a project to promote the new Child Safe
Standards. This will consist of a series of online
workshops and a panel discussion. A working
group has been formed at the July State
Meeting. If you are interested in being part of
this working group, please don’t hesitate to get
in touch.

The Office of the Children’s Guardian is proud
to release the Guide to the Child Safe Standards.
It supports organisations to implement the Child
Safe Standards and put in place strategies to
keep children safe. The Child Safe Standards were
recommended by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse and
endorsed by the NSW Government.
This Guide will help your organisation progress
through evidence and practical examples to
reinforce a child safe culture. This is part of an
ongoing approach to improving service delivery
to children, developing skills and changing
organisational culture.
Some organisations are already integrating the
National Principles for Child Safe Organisations,
which were based on the Standards. The OCG
considers organisations that are implementing the
National Principles would also be implementing
the Child Safe Standards.

Keeping children safe is a shared responsibility
Organisations need to ensure the safety of
children is the focus of their organisation: from
the decisions made at board level by leaders, to
the services provided by front line employees,
including volunteers.
•
•

Find out more about the Child Safe
Standards
Discover more resources on the Child Safe
Standards.

We encourage you to share the Guide with your
networks. You can also follow the Office of the
Children’s Guardian on LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook to learn more about applying the
standards and links to free training and resources.
If you have any questions about the Guide,
or how to develop a child safe culture in your
organisation, contact the Child Safe Coordinator
(for the Early Education sector, Rachel Norman) on
childsafe@kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au
Register your interest in attending Child Safe
Standards Workshops here register.eventarc.
net/e/44259 You will receive an email when the
workshops dates are available.

Happy reading!
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Association News
PEAK Training calendar July to
December 2020
PEAK Training has released their short courses
calendar for the remainder of the year. It includes
‘old faves’ such as the Child Protection Refresher
webinar and a number of new topics.
Maximising QIPs and Self Assessment in 2020
Is it time to review your Quality Improvement
Plan? Are you feeling overwhelmed by such an
important document? We will take you through
ACECQA’s most current QIP template and
self assessment template, and ensure you are
confident in theses documenting processes.
Participants of this webinar will receive practical
advice and examples of how to utilise these
documents to showcase your service’s strengths
and achievements for Assessment and Rating
and beyond. Get back on track and organised,
and achieve those long awaited goals for future
improvements!
Level: All, Cost: Members - $40pp
Tue 4 Aug 10am
Mon 2 Nov 1pm

partnerships using one of our three new resources,
SNAICC’s online partnerships audit tool.
SNAICC has developed this tool to support
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and nonIndigenous organisations which are engaging in
or want to build partnerships for child and family
service delivery.
This tool provides a framework for measuring
progress towards achieving genuine partnership
goals. It will help you to reflect on your
partnership and plan to strengthen and develop it.
Responses received through the audit will also
be used by SNAICC to better understand the
development of partnerships across Australia.
The voluntary audit tool is permanently available
online alongside two new information resources
which are available for download.
www.snaicc.org.au/policy-and-research/genuinepartnerships

Striving for Exceeding
Do you need support in your journey towards
an exceeding rating? This course will unpack the
three exceeding themes required for services to
achieve an exceeding rating.
We will look at what an assessor may see, discuss
and ask for during a visit, and how you can best
present your quality practice. Any service can
strive for exceeding, and this session will assist
educators and management to see their full
potential.

Level: All, Cost: Members - $40pp
Tue 25 Aug 12.30pm
Thu 29 Oct 7pm

News in brief
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
genuine partnership resources
SNAICC invites organisations currently involved
in partnerships to provide service supports to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and
families to complete a voluntary audit of their
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‘No Jab, No Pay’ survey
A research team at the University of
Western Australia is currently evaluating the
implementation of the “No Jab, No Pay” policy.
In particular, they want to get an understanding of
the values, burdens and experiences of childcare
providers who implement this policy. They are
looking for potential participants for an interview
later this year. These interviews will likely take 1
hour and participants will be compensated for
their time with a $25 gift voucher. Contact Jake
Harvey 22231567@student.uwa.edu.au.
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KidSafe Family Day Care Safety Guidelines
Kidsafe NSW has announced the publication of
the latest version of the Kidsafe Family Day Care
Safety Guidelines (7th Edition).

The Kidsafe Family Day Care Safety Guidelines
(7th Ed.) contains updates on the relevant
Australian Standards; national frameworks and
regulations; as well as addressing emerging
trends in child safety and injury prevention. The
sections cover updated or new and important
topics, such as impact area, falling space and free
space, surfacing, trampolines, heat packs, button
batteries, data security and online safety, quad
bikes and other vehicles
The relevant Australian Standards are highlighted
throughout the publication, clearly noting if the
Standard(s) are mandatory or voluntary.
To access this useful tool to support you in your
valuable work in keeping our children safe, go to:
kidsafe.com.au/family-day-care
NSW FDC ASSOCIATION
Anita Jovanovski CEO
Jenny Hoang Accountant
Kate Tran Accounts Assistant
Magda Jansen Membership and Communications
PEAK TRAINING
Wendy Thompson Team Leader
Elizabeth Go Student Support Officer
Rachelle Menczel Student Support Officer
Treena Allen Support and Administrator

This important resource was first published in
1986 to provide support and guidance to Family
Day Care educators who play a vital role in the
safety and well-being of children across Australia.
The Safety Guidelines are widely utilised by Family
Day Care services’ staff and educators as a high
quality resource and a guideline for best practice.

IN HOME CARE SUPPORT AGENCY
Vicki Saarinsen Manager
Melissa Hill Family and Service Facilitator
Chloe Gejakly Family and Service Facilitator
Daniel Paul Family and Service Facilitator
Hannah Reviglio Family and Service Facilitator
Sarah Heidrich Family and Service Facilitator
NSW IN-HOME CHILDCARE SERVICES
Maria Fazio Manager
Tanya Mehta Family Liaison Officer
Vicki Jones Family Liaison Officer - Central Coast
Andrea Manzo-Dong Family Liaison Officer
Dusanka Romic Senior Administrator
Azadeh Tavakoli-Wilson Recruitment Officer
ADDRESS
1 Sloane Street, Summer Hill NSW 2130
PO Box 386, Summer Hill NSW 2130
T: (02) 9779 9999
E: info@nswfdc.org.au
www.nswfdc.org.au
www.facebook.com/NSWFDC

follow us on

CALL
02 9779 9999

Disclaimer This newsletter is provided for information only and should not be used in place of
professional advice. The NSW Family Day Care Association Inc. and PEAK Training, the author/s and
any other person/s associated in any way with the development and or production of this newsletter
expressly disclaim all and any liability (both in contract and for negligence) to any person or organisation
whatsoever in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by any such person or organisation in
reliance upon any part of the text or any inference drawn from the text appearing in this material. C’20
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Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
NSW FAMILY DAY CARE ASSOCIATION RESOURCE SHEET

WINTER 2020

STEM Sessions at Maitland Family Day Care
“As a childcare coordinator for Five Star
Family Day Care Maitland I (Maria James)
began running STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, & Mathematics) sessions early in
2019 for our educators and children.
As a service we were fortunate to have the
opportunity to take these sessions out to
the educators’ homes to facilitate hands-on
experiences that promote play based learning
and giving children opportunities to explore
STEM skills every day. Key learning skills
include: problem solving, creativity, inquiry,
design, critical thinking, exploration and
collaboration.
Each session runs for approximately one hour,
with all resources and follow up activities
brought along in my special trolley. Many of
the resources used are made from upcycled
materials. Educators are emailed a detailed
session plan, including an explanation of what
STEM skills are, with room to add any photos
taken during the visit. These can then be
shared with families.

Measurement
The children all
particularly enjoyed
this session. Firstly we
explored concepts of
speed and distance
by running cars and
balls down a cardboard
tube and measuring
how far they travelled
using tape measures
of varying sizes. We then used “flip boards”
to see how high we could make soft bunnies,
balls, plastic bottle tops & corks fly into the
air! We finished the session by playing a
measuring card game using sticks to measure
the length or height of various objects.

Floating & Sinking
Children were able to experiment with a
variety of objects to see what might float
or sink in a water tray. The children were
then able to make a sailing boat using pool
noodles, pipe cleaners & plastic off cuts.

Engineering & Design
The children had the opportunity to explore
the workings of an activity board with a
variety of latches, locks and handles. Then
the children were able to design their own
buildings, using pictures of famous land
marks as well as different styles of homes as
provocations. This lead to the children then
exploring with a selection of loose parts,
timber pieces and cork blocks to create their
own buildings from their designs.
The sessions were very well received last year
with over 50 educators taking part. Once
again, this year was set to be a busy one, but
unfortunately plans to continue with these
sessions have been put on hold because of
COVID -19 restrictions.
The plan for the first STEM session for this
year is looking at technology, both new and
old. With opportunities to explore the inner
workings of electronic equipment using real
tools to pull apart and investigating some old
technology such as record players, cassette
players & walkmans.”

Evidence for Learning
NSW FAMILY DAY CARE ASSOCIATION RESOURCE SHEET
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Toolkit Based on Science for Early Childhood
Education and Care
‘Evidence for Learning’ is an organisation
that helps educators increase learning by
improving the evidence of what works and
why. They have launched their early childhood
education toolkit which will help support staff
and educators to make the best decisions
about which approaches will have the greatest
learning impact for the children in their care.
The freely available toolkit captures the
evidence from global research on twelve key
topics relevant to early childhood education
in a clear and simple manner that is designed
to provide staff and educators with key facts
around what the approach is, how effective
it is in terms of impacting children’s learning,
how robust the evidence base is and what the
costs to implement would be.
For example, for one of the topics,
communication and language approaches,
an educator can review a summary that
explains the approach, find out how effective
“communications and language approaches”
are at facilitating learning, understand the
extent of evidence that supports the approach
and how much it would cost to implement. A
useful summary is also provided that captures
the captures key points.
The other eleven topics included in the
toolbox are:
• Digital technology
• Earlier starting age
• Early literacy approaches
• Early numeracy approaches
• Extra hours
• Parental engagement
• Physical development approaches
• Physical environment

• Play based learning
• Self-regulation strategies
• Social and emotional learning strategies
The resource is freely available and also
includes a comprehensive archive of
Australian research for each topic.
‘Evidence for Learning’, the creator of the
toolkit, is a not for profit organisation that
exists to support great practice across
schools, classrooms and early learning
services across Australia by translating
evidence garnered from research outcomes
into accessible tools for staff and educators to
apply.
The free toolkit can be found here:
evidenceforlearning.org.au/the-toolkits/earlychildhood-education-toolkit
Source: thesector.com.au/2020/02/25/evidence-for-learninglaunches-much-anticipated-early-childhood-education-toolkit
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